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The invasion of Kuwait by Saddam Hussein in the fall of 1990, the subsequent Persian Gulf Crisis, and the U.S.-led Operation Desert Storm provoked fears of oil price shocks and widespread calls for a new national energy policy in the winter of 1990-91. Energy issues had not so touched the public since the energy crisis of the 1970s, which prompted Congress to pass energy legislation based on President Carter's energy plan. Reacting to the revived public awareness of the need for a federal solution, President Bush, in his 1991 State of the Union Address, announced his intention to propose a plan to promote "energy conservation and efficiency, increased development, and greater use of alternative fuels." He promised to send to Congress a "detailed series of proposals." Many expected that Bush’s initiatives would signal a new direction for national energy policy, particularly in light of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, which promoted major energy
initiatives including the use of transportation fuels other than gasoline.4

Following the brief Gulf War, the public’s demand in energy policy began to fade quickly. Bush had to release his plan soon to gain any political capital from it, but the administration’s proposal, when finally released in late February, was of little influence.5

By the time Bush’s plan was simultaneously introduced as bills to both houses of Congress on March 6, other proposals in the Senate and the House of Representatives had already stolen the show. These legislative proposals comprised the most serious and comprehensive attempts at rethinking U.S. energy policy since Carter’s National Energy Plan had come before Congress in 1977. Senator Bennett Johnston, the Louisiana Democrat who chaired the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee, had proposed his own comprehensive energy bill on February 5. His bill, S. 341, was characterized as a proposal “to reduce the Nation’s dependence on imported oil, [and] to provide for the energy security of the Nation.”6 Representative Philip R. Sharp, an Indiana Democrat who chaired the House Energy and Commerce Committee’s Subcommittee on Energy and Power, simultaneously introduced a package of five energy bills: H.R. 776, H.R. 777, H.R. 778, H.R. 779, and H.R. 780.7

Following nearly eighteen months of consideration, Congress passed the Comprehensive National Energy Policy Act of 1992 (“EPAct”),8 based primarily on Sharp’s House package. Although the EPAct was one of the most significant bills to come out of the 102d Congress, the EPAct is hardly “comprehensive.” Congress took up the bill in an atmosphere of crisis, trading systematic and methodical deliberation for expediency. The core majority strongly supported the legislation, allowing special interests to influence its content without diluting its base of support. The result was the

---

5. See infra notes 17-19 and accompanying text.
7. 137 Cong. Rec. E382 (daily ed. Feb. 4, 1991). Presumably, Sharp’s package was structured so as to allow members to select from proposals on a variety of issues and to avoid a presidential veto on the entire package.
omission of many important energy and environmental issues from the finished product.

This Article examines the political and procedural history of the EPAct in order to arrive at some general lessons and recommendations regarding congressional formation of energy policy. At least two commentators on the EPAct praise it as the "second generation" of federal energy policy, based in laws that achieve "their mandates more by consensus than coercion." The EPAct's history, however, was far from smooth. Procedural obstacles, such as filibuster, inter-committee conflict, and inter-chamber conflict, led many to declare the EPAct dead on several occasions prior to its passage.

While procedural tactics often brought the bills that would become the EPAct to the brink of disaster, the use of congressional procedure by supporters also held the EPAct together and kept its momentum strong despite the fading of energy issues from public attention. The EPAct's history suggests that consensus on energy issues could not have been achieved absent procedural devices which: (1) kept the bill focused on narrow issues; (2) precluded amendments and protected certain provisions; and (3) bypassed many strongly held but isolated interests. This Article traces the history of the EPAct and discusses these procedural mechanisms and, in particular, how they formed consensus by narrowing the issues the EPAct addressed. This Article concludes by examining what the EPAct's procedural history has to teach about developing more comprehensive, sustainable, and sound policies in future energy legislation.

10. Conway & Stayman, supra note 9, at 12.
11. See ANWR Drilling Kills Energy Bill, 1991 CONG. Q. ALMANAC 195, 195 ("Although many senators predicted that some version of the energy bill would return in 1992, the [filibuster] vote [on S. 1220] did reveal daunting divisions on energy policy and threatened the prospects for a major rewrite of federal energy policy.").
I. THE SENATE SIDE-STEPS THE PRESIDENT'S PLAN, BUT
FILIBUSTER KEEPS IT FROM WALKING FAR

Senator Johnston’s staff on the Energy and Natural Resources Committee had been considering various energy proposals for several years when President Bush announced in January 1991 that he would shortly propose energy legislation to Congress.\(^\text{12}\) Johnston had previously directed his staff to prepare a comprehensive energy bill,\(^\text{13}\) probably in hopes of pre-empting the administration’s anticipated proposal. On February 5, 1991, within days of President Bush’s address, Johnston, joined by Ranking Minority Member Malcolm Wallop from Wyoming, introduced S. 341 (“National Energy Security Act”), later amended and reported as S. 1220.\(^\text{14}\)

Shortly thereafter, on February 18, Department of Energy (“DOE”) Secretary James D. Watkins released a 214-page “National Energy Strategy.”\(^\text{15}\) The Bush administration had been coordinating its plan for over a year, but announcement of its release coincidentally corresponded with the peak of the Gulf crisis.\(^\text{16}\) The final version of the administration’s plan was introduced in Congress in March as S. 570 and H.R. 1301.\(^\text{17}\) But the administration’s proposals were inadequate and unpopular with key constituencies; free market advocates had stripped conservation provisions from the plan, and environmental groups attacked the plan, branding it “Drain America First.”\(^\text{18}\)

Upon introduction, Johnston’s bill, S. 341, was immediately referred to his Energy and Natural Resources Committee, which


\(^{13}\) See Mike Mills, Johnston Mixes Oil and Gas, 49 CONG. Q. WKLY. REP. 365, 365 (1991). This task was simpler for Johnston’s staff than one might normally anticipate. When Congress was considering the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments, Johnston’s committee had proceeded with consideration of several bills addressing oil drilling, renewable power, fuel efficiency, and conservation measures. These bills and their deliberative remnants served as a framework to structure the staff’s task. See id.


\(^{18}\) Id.
National Energy Policy Act

hastily proceeded to consider the bill in hearings commencing on February 26. Two issues were a source of heated debate among witnesses before the committee: (1) provisions of the bill that would have allowed oil and natural gas drilling in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge ("ANWR"); and (2) proposed amendments to strengthen gas mileage standards known as Corporate Average Fuel Economy ("CAFE"). On May 23, the committee ordered reported a substitute bill, S. 1220, in lieu of S. 341. Despite committee members’ attempts to strike ANWR drilling from the bill and to strengthen CAFE standards, the reported bill contained few modifications to the originally proposed ANWR provisions or to the original CAFE provision, which directed the Secretary of Transportation to set “maximum feasible” CAFE standards for 1996 and 2001 but did not specify numerical targets.

Senate Bill 1120 met mixed reactions coming out of Johnston’s committee. The Bush administration, a strong supporter of ANWR drilling and opponent of increased CAFE standards, praised the bill as the most comprehensive energy legislation that had come out of the committee in over ten years. But environmental groups and many Democrats, extremely critical of the bill’s ANWR drilling provisions and its weak CAFE standards, hoped that the bill would lose support and die on the Senate floor.

Johnston had hoped to get the bill to the Senate floor in June, when the interest in energy policy generated by the Gulf War was still strong. However, the inaction of key Senate leaders and growing opposition among individual Senators thwarted this possibility. Majority Leader George J. Mitchell of Maine opposed ANWR drilling and was a co-sponsor (with Democratic Senator Richard H. Bryan


23. See id. Johnston had tried to increase the CAFE standards in his bill in order to reach a compromise with opponents of ANWR drilling. See Idelson, supra note 20, at 972.


25. See id. at 201 (noting that DOE’s Deputy Secretary Henson Moore, who had been present at most of the committee sessions, characterized the legislation as “the best we’ve seen in 20 years.”).

26. See id.

27. See id.
of Nevada) of a bill to boost gas mileage mandates forty percent by 2001 (S. 279).\(^2\)

As director of the Senate's legislative schedule, Mitchell alone could have refused to commit to assist Johnston in getting the bill to the floor in June. The opposition of other Senators, however, gave Mitchell an excuse for remaining non-commital on the bill's consideration. In late June, several Democrats staged an assault on the bill from the Senate gallery, primarily protesting ANWR drilling.\(^2\) Further, Montana Senator Max Baucus, the Chair of the Environment and Public Works Committee, with jurisdiction over several portions of the bill, opposed bringing it to the floor until his committee was granted referral, a referral Johnston had opposed.\(^3\) These disagreements made Johnston pessimistic about the bill's chances of reaching the floor before the end of the summer recess.\(^3\)

Delayed consideration of S. 1220 diminished the chances of its passage. On July 24, President Bush, aware that the sense of urgency regarding energy issues brought on by the Gulf War was dying off, appeared before a group of energy executives to praise S. 1220 and to urge that it go to the floor immediately after the August recess.\(^3\) By the end of the summer recess, however, more than a handful of Democrats were complaining that the package, particularly ANWR drilling (which President Bush was now protecting with a veto threat), was advancing the interests of Bush and the oil industry, not the nation.\(^3\)

Democratic critics, lobbied heavily by environmental and consumer groups (and joined by unlikely allies in the electric utility industry, which opposed the bill’s provisions to restructure the industry), staged a filibuster in the fall.\(^3\)

A Senate filibuster requires a bill's supporters to find sixty votes in order to end debate on a measure; this allows opposition Senators to influence significantly and sometimes kill a bill even if they do not otherwise have majority support for their position.\(^3\)

\(^2\) See id.
\(^3\) See id. at 201. The Senators included Baucus, Harkin, Lautenberg, Lieberman, Metzenbaum, Bradley, Bryan, and Wellstone. Id.
\(^3\) See id.
\(^3\) See \textit{ANWR Drilling Kills Energy Bill}, \textit{supra} note 11, at 202.
\(^3\) See id. at 207.
\(^3\) See id.
\(^3\) See \textit{CHARLES TIEFER, CONGRESSIONAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE: A REFERENCE, RESEARCH, AND LEGISLATIVE GUIDE} 691-92 (1989). For the constitutionality of
Majority Leader Mitchell attempted to proceed by unanimous consent to consider the bill on October 30, but Baucus objected.\textsuperscript{36} Anticipating a fight, Mitchell had already prepared a cloture motion,\textsuperscript{37} and on October 31 the Senate began debate on the motion to proceed to consideration of S. 1220.\textsuperscript{38} Floor debate, dominated primarily by discussions of ANWR drilling, contained an exchange between Senators Johnston and Wirth regarding filibuster tactics which would unintentionally anticipate, and perhaps influence, the content of the bill's successor before the Senate.\textsuperscript{39} Wirth, an opponent of ANWR drilling and advocate of stringent CAFE standards, wanted the sixteen-title bill sent back to the Energy and Natural Resources Committee with instructions to re-report it to the Senate as a fourteen-title bill, with ANWR and CAFE as separate bills.\textsuperscript{40} When Johnston lambasted Wirth for threatening the bill with filibuster, Wirth invoked an incident from the previous year in which Johnston had successfully threatened filibuster of a CAFE standard bill:

\begin{quote}
It is very simple. The bill in front of us does not have 14 titles. It has 16. One title is on the Arctic Refuge and one title is on CAFE. That is where we are. I cannot remove the Arctic title of the bill with 41 votes. I am deprived of my ability to filibuster the Arctic. That is very simple. Those are the rules of the Senate.
\end{quote}

I believe that the Senator from Colorado and others have a perfect right to use the filibuster just as the Chairman of the Energy Committee used the filibuster to help kill [a 1990] CAFE [standard bill] . . . \textsuperscript{41}

Wirth, however, was unable to strong-arm Johnston and his coalition into withdrawing their motion for consideration and referring the bill back to the committee.\textsuperscript{42} A cloture vote on the bill had been

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{36} See id. at S15,600 (daily ed. Oct. 31, 1991).\textsuperscript{37} See 137 Cong. Rec. S15,542 (daily ed. Oct. 30, 1991).\textsuperscript{38} See id. Cloture motions, if approved, cause various limits to come into effect: debate must end within 30 hours, no Senator may debate more than one hour at a time, only germane amendments may be offered, and the matter at issue becomes the pending question. Cloture is normally used to end filibusters. See TIFER, supra note 35, at 692.\textsuperscript{39} See infra notes 72-74 and accompanying text.\textsuperscript{40} See id. at S15,679-80.\textsuperscript{41} Id. at S15,680.\textsuperscript{42} See id. at S15,681. Of course, as Wirth observed, he could have offered a motion
\end{footnotes}
scheduled for the next morning, and Johnston believed that he could secure the sixty votes necessary to invoke cloture. On the next morning, November 1, the Senate continued consideration of the motion to proceed. Following an hour of debate, the presiding officer laid the pending cloture motion before the Senate for a vote. The roll call was fifty yeas to forty-four nays. The opponents of the bill had four votes more than they needed to filibuster. Most of the votes against cloture had come from opponents of ANWR drilling. However, some groups opposed to restructuring the electric utility industry or in favor of raising CAFE standards also voted to block the bill. A few brief statements followed the failed cloture vote, but the motion to proceed was withdrawn shortly thereafter.

Had Mitchell supported the bill earlier, S. 1220 would probably have gone to the floor in June when momentum from the Gulf War might well have been sufficient to avoid filibuster. Alternatively, had the Senate leadership foreseen a successful filibuster during the motion to proceed, the bill's defeat could probably have been avoided. Johnston could have requested the presiding officer to refer the bill back to the Energy and Natural Resources Committee with instructions to strip the ANWR drilling and CAFE standard titles. This would have adequately addressed Wirth's concerns and avoided the filibuster. As consideration of the bill's successor before the Senate suggests, such a measure would have virtually guaranteed passage.

The defeat of S. 1220 by filibuster, though, would prove important to securing final passage of the EPAct. S. 1220 became a "sacrificial lamb" early in the legislative process. It died, not on a filibuster of the substantive bill, but on a filibuster of a motion to

---

45. See id. at S15,754.
47. See ANWR Drilling Kills Energy Bill, supra note 11, at 208.
50. See infra part II.A.
proceed, allowing the Senate leadership to test the strength of the filibusterer's coalition without a full-blown legislative failure. Its death alone would not be sufficient to deter individual Senators from threatening filibuster, but from this time forward it would be more difficult politically for an individual Senator to bring a bill to the brink of disaster with a filibuster; the memory of S. 1220 would spur the Senate leadership into greater efforts at keeping members in line. Democrats, already primarily responsible for killing one energy bill, would hesitate before threatening filibuster on future bills. Republicans, under growing criticism for their failure to back domestic regulatory programs, would also find filibuster politically costly. Thus, S. 1220's defeat would continue to lurk in the background as the Senate took up future legislative proposals, serving as a constant reminder of the political costs of filibuster.

II. REGROUPING IN THE SENATE / WORKING BEHIND THE SCENES IN THE HOUSE

The defeat of S. 1220 was a blow to Johnston. The Bush administration, which supported the Johnston bill once it became clear that passage of the President's proposals was hopeless, urged another vote soon. Johnston, however, was steadfast: the November 1 vote meant that S. 1220 had sunk. The defeated cloture vote led to widespread skepticism that the 102d Congress would successfully pass any energy bill.

But, even though the Bush proposals had died quickly and public support for a comprehensive energy strategy was waning, members of Congress and the administration knew that failure to pass a bill could be politically dangerous. The administration, facing increasing election-year criticism that it had no domestic program, desperately hoped for a bill to counter its critics. Democrats in Congress, under attack for "gridlock" in the institution they

51. See Idelson, supra note 48, at 3191.
52. See id.
53. See id. (noting that, although supporters of the filibuster claimed that they had created an opportunity for a successful energy bill to emerge, it was unclear whether they could revive the numbers or intensity on behalf of a new proposal).
54. For an insider's discussion of what happened to the domestic agenda during the Bush years, see CHARLES KOLB, WHITE HOUSE DAZE: THE UNMAKING OF DOMESTIC POLICY IN THE BUSH YEARS (1993).
controlled, wanted to prove that they could actually produce a comprehensive strategy, not just talk about one.\textsuperscript{55} Thus, the focus shifted to alternative proposals in the Senate and House.

In January 1992, Johnston introduced a leaner energy bill, S. 2166, which retained the core of his earlier bill without ANWR or CAFE.\textsuperscript{56} It is not altogether clear why Johnston killed S. 1220 and introduced a new bill; he could have simply stripped the controversial provisions from the earlier bill. Two explanations seem plausible. First, Johnston may have been disappointed that Democrats had killed S. 1220 and, with an election year nearing, he may have been determined to produce a bill from the bottom up, based upon consensus within the Democratic party—a bill for which Republicans could not claim credit. Second, Johnston may have offered S. 1220 as a “sacrificial lamb” to make opposition to alternative proposals by individual Senators more difficult politically. Whatever Johnston’s intentions, S. 2166 sailed through the Senate, passing in February.\textsuperscript{57}

\textbf{A. The Senate Passes a New Bill Without ANWR or CAFE}

On January 29, 1992, Senator Johnston introduced S. 2166 without objection.\textsuperscript{58} It was anticipated that debate would start quickly on the bill, which retained the core of S. 1220 without the ANWR or CAFE provisions.\textsuperscript{59}

In order to avoid committee markup and the accompanying delay in consideration of and decline in enthusiasm for energy legislation, Johnston introduced the bill through a strategic, and rarely used, procedural device: Rule XIV, which allowed the bill to avoid referral to Energy and Natural Resources and other jurisdictional committees.\textsuperscript{60} Usage of Rule XIV allowed the bill to move outside of the normal channels of committee referral. Under

\begin{footnotes}
\item[57] See infra part II.A.
\item[59] See Johnston Offers Trimmed-Down Version of Energy Bill, supra note 56, at 248.
\item[60] See id. Although the Congressional Record contains no discussion of the specific rule by which Johnston introduced the bill, the procedure followed in placing the bill on
Rule XIV, if objection is made to proceeding with the bill, the Chair does not refer the bill to jurisdictional committees, as would normally be the case, but places it on the Senate’s Calendar. Once a bill is on the Senate’s Calendar, it still requires a motion to proceed before it comes to the Senate for consideration, providing opponents of a bill an opportunity to escalate an early fight against the bill. Bypassing committee referral, however, prevents the political and jurisdictional fights which a refusal of referral might otherwise provoke, and avoids the possibility of a hostile committee holding a bill captive or gutting it. Rule XIV thus keeps a bill from being delayed for long, particularly if it is invoked with leadership support.

Historically, Senators have used Rule XIV only sparingly, since it has been viewed as less legitimate than the normal path of committee referral. In the 1950s and 1960s, liberal Senators used Rule XIV to avoid referral of civil rights bills to the Judiciary Committee, which was controlled by civil rights opponents like Chairman Eastland of Mississippi. For example, Rule XIV was invoked to place the Civil Rights Bills of 1957 and 1964 on the Senate Calendar. In recent years, the Rule XIV technique has also been used to move the 1957 bill reversed Senate precedent and settled that Rule XXV, which provided for mandatory reference of bills, did not supersede or annul the Rule XIV technique.

---

61. See Tiefer, supra note 35, at 593. Rule XIV provides that “every bill and joint resolution introduced on leave, and every bill and joint resolution of the House of Representatives which shall have received a first and second reading without being referred to a committee, shall, if objection is made to further proceeding thereon, be placed on the calendar.” Id. at 593-94.
62. See id. at 565.
63. See id. at 594. Even a putative assertion of jurisdiction can delay placing a bill on the Senate’s Calendar for consideration. An assertion of jurisdiction by one committee could trigger a similar assertion by another jurisdictional committee, leading to referral to the winner and the possibility of an appeal. Rule XVII, for example, provides:

Except as provided in paragraph 3, in any case in which a controversy arises as to the jurisdiction of any committee with respect to any proposed legislation, the question of jurisdiction shall be decided by the presiding officer, without debate, in favor of the committee which has jurisdiction over the subject matter which predominates in such proposed legislation; but such decision shall be subject to an appeal.

64. See Tiefer, supra note 35, at 595 n.111.
65. See id. at 595.
66. Id. Usage of Rule XIV to move the 1957 bill reversed Senate precedent and settled that Rule XXV, which provided for mandatory reference of bills, did not supersede or annul the Rule XIV technique. See Riddick & Frumin, supra note 63, at 1157.
been used to move legislation addressing other issues, including some minor bills.\textsuperscript{67}

Johnston’s introduction of S. 2166 via Rule XIV was important in ensuring quick floor consideration of the bill. Even though Johnston’s Energy and Natural Resources Committee clearly had jurisdiction over the bill, Johnston’s use of Rule XIV avoided referral of S. 2166 to Baucus’ Environment and Public Works Committee, which had sought referral of the earlier Senate bill, S. 1220.\textsuperscript{68} Escaping Environment and Public Works was important because Baucus supported strong CAFE standards, which Johnston had not included in the streamlined bill. If Environment and Public Works proposed amendments on CAFE, their committees would have asserted jurisdiction over the bill and proposed amendments on other issues, such as ANWR drilling. Referral of the bill would have revived the very issues Johnston had avoided by removing CAFE and ANWR from S. 1220. Even without Baucus’ previous request for referral, Johnston might well have invoked Rule XIV as a way of avoiding referral to his own committee and thus hastening the bill’s consideration. It is not unprecedented for a committee chair to use Rule XIV as a way of quickly moving a favored bill.\textsuperscript{69}

On January 31, two days after Johnston invoked Rule XIV, Majority Leader Mitchell moved to proceed to the bill without objection and then immediately proposed a cloture motion.\textsuperscript{70} By unanimous consent, the Senate agreed to vote on the motion the morning of February 4 and to waive the mandatory live quorum required by Rule XXII.\textsuperscript{71}

The bill, which reflected a compromise,\textsuperscript{72} was essentially what Senator Wirth had asked for in filibustering S. 1220. As Senator Johnston stated:

\begin{flushright}
67. For instance, it was used to place a barge waterway fee bill on the Calendar instead of referring it to a hostile committee. See Tiefer, supra note 35, at 597 n.116 (citing T.R. Reid, Congressional Odyssey: The Saga of a Senate Bill 92 (1980)).

68. See supra note 30 and accompanying text.

69. In 1982, Majority Leader Baker used Rule XIV to move several bills on behalf of Senator Thurmond, the Judiciary Committee’s Chair. See Tiefer, supra note 35, at 597. Senator Robert Byrd responded to Baker’s proposal by noting “there is no way—no way—that anybody on my side of the aisle can prevent the placing of the President’s crime package and the bill which Mr. Thurmond introduced on insanity from going on the calendar.” 128 Cong. Rec. P23,364 (1982).


72. See Holly Idelson, Johnston Works to Clear Path for Revamped Energy Bill, 50
S. 2166 is the successor bill to S. 1220, the comprehensive national energy policy bill. I am pleased to say, Mr. President, at long last it now appears that the Senate is not only on the threshold of taking up the bill, but is on the threshold of approving a comprehensive national energy policy.

Mr. President, S. 2166 is, in all respects, identical to S. 1220, in that we have eliminated completely the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge drilling provisions; we have eliminated completely the CAFE, or corporate average fuel economy provisions; we have eliminated the waste oil provisions; and we have eliminated the so-called WEPCO fix, dealing with the Clean Air Act.

There were initially 16 titles in this bill. We have eliminated 2 and parts of 2 others so that, in effect, we still have a 14 title bill, which is comprehensive, which is balanced, which will be effective.73

On February 4, following an hour of debate, the Senate agreed by a 90-5 vote to close debate on the motion to proceed to consider the bill.74

Before the cloture vote, Johnston invited Alaskan Senators to offer an amendment restoring the ANW-R drilling provision, although he warned that such an amendment, if approved, could doom the bill.75 The Alaska Senators, Murkowski and Stevens, both Republicans, wanted to ensure that the vote on their proposed amendment took place at a time and in a manner which allowed them fair consideration.76 Murkowski had “stressed the need for a clean vote on the merits of opening the refuge, rather than a vote softened by parliamentary fuzz—for instance, on a motion to table the drilling proposal.”77 Backed by Senator Dole and the Republican Caucus, Murkowski and Stevens threatened to delay action on the energy bill unless the entire Senate agreed to debate ANW
drilling for four hours and then take an immediate up or down vote on the matter. Senator Baucus and five unnamed Democrats objected, "leaving the Republicans in the politically chancy position of seemingly obstructing debate on an energy bill." The Republicans, through Senator Dole, retreated and agreed to let debate on the bill proceed without a roll-call vote on ANWR.

Senators proposed dozens of amendments to S. 2166. One of the biggest battles was fought over two offshore oil and gas drilling amendments sponsored by Senator Graham of Florida: one would have extended a moratorium on new drilling leases to Florida's coast and direct the federal government to buy back existing leases; the other would have rewritten leasing policy for all offshore areas, allowing cancellation of leases which seriously affect the environment. Johnston proposed a substitute to Graham's first amendment which contained a temporary moratorium and lease buyback for the South Florida coast only; his substitute passed by a vote of 53-45. Johnston killed Graham's second amendment with a motion to table which was barely approved by a 51-47 vote. As the bill neared its final vote, the motion to table proved to be an effective mechanism for Johnston to dispose of several other amendments.

On February 19, S. 2166 overwhelmingly passed the Senate by a 94-4 vote. Only four Senators voted against the bill: Senator Graham, Minnesota Senators Durenberger and Wellstone, and New Hampshire Senator Robert C. Smith. The final Senate bill won the endorsement of the administration, despite a pending veto threat over the bill's failure to address ANWR drilling.

---

79. Id.
80. Idelson, supra note 76, at 298.
84. Id. at S1663.
85. See, e.g., Bryan amendment No. 1,644, to establish a voluntary program to encourage industrial energy; Biden amendment No. 1,649, to establish an independent Nuclear Safety Board, to investigate civilian nuclear safety issues; and Grassley amendment No. 1,650, to require the replacement of conventional fuels with alternative fuels. Id. at D113.
87. Id.
88. See Idelson, supra note 82, at 397-98.
many who voted for the bill, however, was tepid. For example, Senator Gore, who had successfully proposed an amendment to the bill to speed up phase-out of ozone-depleting chemicals, called the bill “a well-intentioned anachronism.” Nonetheless, Gore voted for the bill.

B. The Birth of the House Bill

The birth of Representative Sharp’s package (H.R. 776–80) in the House would prove significant in the development of the legislation that ultimately became the EPAct. In the House, the Majority Leader holds tight reign over the agenda and determines the issues to which individual members may react. By contrast, in the Senate the majority leadership must consult with the minority leadership. Moreover, individual Senators can have a large impact upon the agenda, a bill’s content, and a bill’s fate through exercise of their veto power over unanimous consent, the lack of a general germaneness requirement (which allows liberal amendment), and the ability of a minority to kill a bill by filibuster. Such mechanisms give individual Senators and small coalitions enormous claims to power.

While the Senate fought on the floor over the high-profile, controversial issues in S. 1220 that Johnston had rushed through his committee, the House moved at a more deliberate pace through numerous hearings and mark-ups on Representative Sharp’s package (H.R. 776–80). This allowed committees to focus and deliberate in a participatory manner, holding open hearings over many key issues. Johnston’s decision to kill S. 1220 gave the House even more time to work on its own proposals and reminded House members to cooperate more effectively than had the Senate. By late May, an alternative bill was on the House floor.

Sharp’s package was referred to the House Energy and Commerce Committee for immediate consideration upon its introduc-

---

89. See Idelson, supra note 72, at 298.
90. Idelson, supra note 82, at 397.
91. See id.
92. See TIEFER, supra note 35, at 206–11.
93. Id. at 463–64.
94. See id.
95. See infra part III.

The final bill approved by the subcommittee on October 31 (H.R. 776, which bundled the individual titles together) emphasized energy conservation and the development of non-petroleum sources.\footnote{See Idelson, supra note 107, at 2613.} The issue which had raised the most controversy in the subcommittee—and which would continue to raise controversy until the EPAct’s final approval in October 1992—was a provision that authorized DOE to begin dump studies for a proposed high-level nuclear waste dump in Nevada, known as "Yucca Mountain," without obtaining state environmental permits for the work.\footnote{See Taylor, supra note 110, at 3195.} The subcommittee did not address ANWR,\footnote{Id.} and, like the previous version of H.R. 776, it was silent on CAFE standards.\footnote{Id.}

Following the subcommittee’s approval, Representative Dingell, the powerful Chair of the Energy and Commerce Committee, put
the bill on hold pending Senate action on its original bill (S. 1220). Following S. 1220’s defeat, Dingell continued to hold up the House legislation while the Senate took up consideration of and quickly approved S. 2166.

C. House Bill Committee Markup

Aware that the Senate had just approved S. 2166, but unsatisfied with the Senate proposal’s overall commitment to conservation, the House leadership requested that the various committees with jurisdiction over H.R. 776 complete their consideration of the bill by May 1, 1992. On March 11, Dingell’s Energy and Commerce Committee gave overwhelming approval to H.R. 776. Following Energy and Commerce, the Committees on Science, Space, and Technology, Interior and Insular Affairs, Merchant Marines and Fisheries, and Ways and Means all approved substantial revisions or additions to the bill. Among the provisions added to the bill were restrictions on new offshore oil and gas leasing, and tax incentives to encourage mass transportation and to aid independent oil and gas producers. Setting the stage for an inter-committee dispute with Energy and Commerce, the Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, chaired by Representative Miller, deleted a provision in H.R. 776 which would restrict re-licensing of nuclear plants. Four other committees—Foreign Affairs, Government Operations, Judiciary, and Public Works—made relatively minor changes to H.R. 776. Altogether, nine committees reviewed the legislation prior to the leadership’s May 1 deadline.

115. See id. Dingell was “awaiting the Senate outcome before moving forward.” Id.
118. See Idelson, supra note 116, at 1153.
119. Id.
120. See Phil Kuntz, Interior to Feel Firmer Touch After Udall’s Gentle Hand, 49 CONG. Q. WKLY. REP. 1051, 1051 (1991) (discussing Miller’s “hard charging but pragmatic” style).
II. THE HOUSE APPROVES ITS BILL

The House leadership had failed to establish detailed procedures for crafting a multicommittee bill before it met in 1991 to plan its strategy on the energy bill. The different versions approved by each of the nine House committees with jurisdiction over the Bill presented a “thicket of jurisdictional conflicts.”

First, committees that had equal jurisdiction had submitted competing versions of the same provisions. The same conflict occurred when one committee had legislated a provision while another committee had not, forcing leaders to choose whether to include the provision at all. A third type of disagreement involved committees apparently overstepping their jurisdiction by amending portions of the bill not in their purview or adding non-germane provisions. For example, the Ways and Means Committee approved a “green” tax package designed to encourage conservation and renewable energy and to give tax breaks to independent oil and gas producers. Approval of this amendment allowed the Senate Finance Committee to open a new round of review.

Hoping to settle inter-committee disputes before the week of May 18, when the leadership intended to bring the bill to the floor, House Speaker Thomas S. Foley held a meeting with the committee chairs on May 12, urging them to resolve as many issues as possible. Remaining issues, Foley warned, would be resolved by the Rules Committee, scheduled to meet May 19. Committee chairs thus faced strong incentives to compromise, particularly
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130. Id. Tiefer describes the functions of the Rules Committee as follows:

The Rules Committee performs its historic function of screening bills before granting the rule that admits them to the floor. More important, the Committee structures the floor consideration by the type of special rule it grants, and by
given the Rules Committee's awesome powers to deny a bill a special rule until a joint version is negotiated—effectively precluding floor consideration—and "to choose one committee bill or version and to kill the others' bills by denying them special rules."

A. Inter-Committee Disputes and Complex Rules

Although some minor disputes had been settled by the time the Rules Committee convened its deliberations, "sizable disputes between rival committee chairmen as well as disputes over proposed amendments from individual members" remained. All in all, members and committee chairs had offered over 140 amendments, although some of these were hedges against the uncertainty of the Rules Committee's final decision. The committee heard more than five hours of testimony on May 19.

The full House was scheduled to take up consideration of H.R. 776 on May 20. By that date, however, Rules had not resolved all of the disputes raised by the various committee members and chairs. In order to meet the leadership's schedule, it was necessary that the Rules Committee issue its special rule for H.R. 776 in two parts: the first (H.R. Res. 459), addressing the first seven titles of the bill and nuclear plant licensing, was issued on May 19 and adopted by voice vote on May 20; the second (H.R. Res. 464), allowing the House to complete consideration of the final titles, was issued May 20 and adopted by voice vote on May 21, after the House had debated the resolution for a full day.

---
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The special rules accompanying H.R. 776 were paradigmatic "complex" rules—rules that set up some detailed arrangement for debate, without being completely open or completely closed (i.e., allowing no amendments). Such rules had been integral to structuring consideration of the last major energy bill before Congress, Carter's energy program in 1977. During consideration of that legislation, Representative Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill, Speaker of the House, suggested modifications which fell under the jurisdiction of several different committees, and organized an ad hoc Energy Task Force to coordinate the various versions of the bill. The Rules Committee, through its Chair, then provided a special complex rule:

[Representative] Bolling [Chair of the Rules Committee] announced, "... this is a very complicated rule on a very complicated subject which came to the Committee on Rules in a very complicated way." The rule limited the amendments to be offered to those specified in the bill, including 20 to be offered en bloc by the Ad Hoc Committee and approximately 12 others to be offered by individual House members ... Because of the tight design of the rule, opponents of the energy package were prevented from loading it down or delaying it with last-minute amendments. But they were given the opportunity to vote on controversial provisions, to substitute the language of the Republican program, and to recommit the bill with or without instructions.

Complex rules can affect the outcome of legislation, according to Charles Tiefer, Deputy General Counsel for the U.S. House of Representatives: "Compared to the more limited proposals of the 94th Congress, which tied up the House floor for weeks and resulted in passage of several heavily amended pieces of legislation ... the House was able to complete action on the 1977 legislation in five legislative days."

The complex rules which accompanied H.R. 776 to the floor ensured it a success similar to the 1977 legislation. Debate was
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limited to five hours, with one hour equally divided between the Chair and the Ranking Minority Member of the Energy and Commerce Committee and the remaining time allocated in thirty-minute blocks to each of the other eight committees with jurisdiction.145 The rules (1) ordered amendment in the form of a substitute bill consisting of the text print proposed by the Rules Committee as an original bill (for purposes of amendment) and (2) waived all points of order against the substitute bill.146 The rules only allowed amendments printed in the Rules Committee’s reports, in the order specified,147 and permitted Dingell, the Chair of Energy and Commerce, to offer amendments en bloc consisting of the text of amendments in the reports accompanying the rules, even though en bloc amendments are not amenable to a demand for division.148

In proposing its own print of H.R. 776 and in issuing reports together with rules that limited amendments, the Rules Committee resolved many key issues. This committee was effectively able to add amendments to the Energy and Commerce Committee bill without floor votes. For example, the Rules Committee decided to include bans on offshore oil and gas drilling in certain areas added by the Interior and Merchant Marine Committees and then sealed the bans in place by refusing to allow a separate vote to strike or limit the bans.149 The Rules Committee also approved—and refused to allow amendments to—the package of tax incentives proposed by Ways and Means.150 The sweeping overhaul of the electric utility industry written by Energy and Commerce—far more radical in its changes than S. 2166, especially with respect to transmission access—was protected from amendment through the use of complex rules.151

---
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B. Miller Wins a Jurisdictional Battle Against Dingell but Loses the War Over Substance

Perhaps the most controversial issues addressed by the Rules Committee, however, arose from a showdown between Dingell, Chair of the Energy and Commerce Committee, and Miller, Chair of the Interior and Insular Affairs Committee. Miller had drafted extensive proposals on nuclear licensing and radioactive waste that were viewed as an assault on the nuclear power industry, which had sought to streamline the licensing process. Dingell responded to these provisions by claiming that Interior had overstepped its jurisdiction. But, despite his power, Dingell lost this territorial battle. The bill sent to the floor by the Rules Committee contained the Interior Committee's provisions on licensing and reflected Interior's vote to excise a controversial provision which gave the federal government extra powers to study whether to build a nuclear waste dump at Yucca Mountain, although these provisions would be open to amendment before the full Senate.

Even though the Rules Committee was able to substantially influence the content of the bill before the House, in many instances it did not have the last word on the bill's final substance. Representative Bob Clement of Tennessee offered an amendment which streamlined nuclear re-licensing procedures in a manner similar to Dingell's Energy and Commerce proposal. It passed 254 to 160. Dingell offered an amendment exempting site characterization activities at Yucca Mountain from state or local permitting requirements, which passed by voice vote over the strenuous objections of the Nevada delegation. Despite Miller's jurisdictional victory in the battle over nuclear power plant licensing and Yucca Mountain, Dingell won the war over the bill's substance.
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Other amendments approved before the full House included restrictions on state regulators' powers over gas production, national efficiency standards for plumbing equipment, and Dingell's en bloc amendments. On the final day of floor debate, the House resolved a key difference with the Senate by agreeing 263 to 135 to remove a proposal that would have forced oil importers and refiners to help fill the Strategic Petroleum Reserve, the nation's oil stockpile. The House rejected by a 198-211 vote an amendment proposed by Representatives Jim Jontz of Indiana and Thomas Ewing of Illinois to boost ethanol fuel use by 2006.

Although Miller had lost to Dingell on the nuclear power plant re-licensing provisions and on Yucca Mountain, a last showdown over hydroelectric licensing remained. Miller and his supporters believed that the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, which oversees hydroelectric licensing, could not be trusted to take into account local environmental concerns. The Interior proposal, reflected in a floor amendment offered by Miller, restricted hydroelectric development and licensing. Dingell attempted to block Miller's amendment by proposing in a substitute amendment a compromise which placed some new restrictions on hydroelectric projects, but fewer than Miller had proposed. The House voted first on Dingell's substitute which was defeated by a vote of 195-221; Miller's amendment passed 318-98, despite fierce administration opposition. Miller also forced a compromise amendment, offered en bloc by Dingell, which strengthened environmental protections on coal development, but had fewer environmental safeguards than the original Interior proposal.
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The bill passed the House by an overwhelming 381-37 vote on May 27.\textsuperscript{168} The lack of enthusiasm for H.R. 776 was eerily similar to the Senate’s lukewarm praise for S. 2166 following its passage. Very few were thrilled with the final bill, which fell well short of environmentalist and energy producer wish lists, yet “virtually all factions found something to like in the bill.”\textsuperscript{169} Although the bill contained several provisions the administration had opposed,\textsuperscript{170} President Bush by then was increasingly desperate for a legislative accomplishment on energy issues. DOE Secretary Watkins praised the bill as a step towards the “most comprehensive and balanced energy legislation . . . seen in twenty years.”\textsuperscript{171}

IV. FOLLOWING CERTAIN AMENDMENTS, THE SENATE APPROVES THE HOUSE BILL

After the House approved H.R. 776, it was predicted that the Senate would “take up the House energy bill, insert the provisions of its own energy legislation and send it back to the House to begin the conference process.”\textsuperscript{172} House passage of a bill parallel to a previously passed Senate bill, however, did not automatically clear the way for conference. Senator Bentsen, Chair of the Finance Committee, demanded an opportunity to mark up the House bill, which contained several tax provisions the Senate had not approved in S. 2166.\textsuperscript{173} Amendments offered in Bentsen’s committee, filibuster threats, and controversial non-germane amendments would threaten the bill until it finally passed through the Senate and became law in July.
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Even before H.R. 776 got to the Finance Committee, Senators from Nevada triggered the first hold-up of the House Bill in the Senate. Senators Reid and Bryan were upset with a provision in the House bill that would allow the federal government to bypass state permitting laws in studying whether to build a nuclear waste dump at Yucca Mountain. Senator Bentsen had initially scheduled the bill’s markup in Finance for June 11, but Reid threatened to invoke a Senate Rule that requires unanimous consent for committees to meet more than two hours after the Senate had been in session. In order to avoid any significant delay Reid’s threat might have brought on, Bentsen postponed the Finance markup until June 16, which allowed Yucca Mountain and other looming controversies to build.

Finance’s markup was a step toward conference, but a step back as well. Finance moved H.R. 776 forward by approving many tax measures that did not depart significantly from House proposals. For example, Finance proposed permanent relief for independent oil and gas drillers, similar to temporary provisions in the House bill; these provisions easily survived an amendment to strike offered by Senator Bradley, which was rejected six to fourteen in committee. Senator Daschle won the committee’s support for an amendment that broadened existing tax breaks for ethanol-based fuels. Finance also approved by voice vote tax breaks for buyers of cars that run on clean-burning fuels, including both natural gas and electricity, broadening a provision in the House bill that favored natural gas over other alternative fuels. Senator Breaux won Finance’s support for an amendment that would give regulated
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integrated natural gas companies some of the same advantages available to independent producers.\textsuperscript{183}

While these amendments broadened House provisions, they did not depart significantly from the overall spirit of the House bill, for which there appeared to be widespread support in the Senate.\textsuperscript{184} But Finance threatened the bill’s future by approving a highly controversial coal tax proposed by Senator Rockefeller to help pay for health benefits for retired miners.\textsuperscript{185} This highly partisan coal tax was opposed strongly by President Bush, who had vetoed an identical proposal added by Rockefeller to a previous tax bill; the tax also lacked a single Republican supporter on the Senate Finance Committee.\textsuperscript{186}

\textbf{B. Steering Clear of Filibuster}

Senator Wallop, who had helped to draft the bill, was so strongly opposed to the coal tax proposal that he threatened to filibuster the bill if the tax remained.\textsuperscript{187} This development, coupled with the Nevada delegation’s concern over Yucca Mountain, raised fears that the bill would sink as it neared a cloture vote on the motion to proceed scheduled by Senate Majority Leader Mitchell for July 22.\textsuperscript{188} Such fears led to “a week of furious and sometimes bizarre legislative maneuvering.”\textsuperscript{189} In an audacious move, designed to bypass Finance’s proposals, including the Rockefeller coal tax provision, Johnston, who also chaired the Energy-Water Appropriations Subcommittee, attached the text of H.R. 776 and S. 2166, excepting the tax provisions adopted by Finance, to an energy and water spending bill during markup on July 21.\textsuperscript{190} Johnston’s tactic, although not unprecedented,\textsuperscript{191} was derailed by Senator Byrd, Chair
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of the full Appropriations Committee. Byrd, who is from West Virginia and was a strong supporter of Rockefeller's coal tax provision, canceled a full Appropriations Committee markup scheduled for July 22 and agreed to consider the spending bill only on the condition that the energy policy provisions were abandoned.\footnote{See id.}

While Johnston's earlier invocation of Rule XIV had successfully avoided S. 2166's markup in committee, his resort to this mechanism—attaching the energy bill as a non-germane amendment to an appropriations bill—quickly failed.\footnote{See id.}

Pursuant to a unanimous consent agreement presented by Mitchell, a cloture vote on the motion to proceed to H.R. 776 was scheduled for July 23.\footnote{See 138 CONG. REC. S10,099 (daily ed. July 22, 1992).} The Nevada delegation, through Bryan, was threatening to filibuster the motion to proceed\footnote{See id.} or, should consideration of the bill move forward, to weigh it down by offering more than 100 amendments.\footnote{See id.} But Johnston appeased the Nevada delegation by going to the Senate floor and publicly assuring them that he would work to keep the controversial Yucca Mountain provisions out of the bill that emerged from conference.\footnote{See Holly Idelson, supra note 189, at 2166-67. Although reported in the press, such an assurance by Johnston does not appear in the Congressional Record.}

Rockefeller's coal tax provision, adamantly opposed by the Republican leadership, remained the only obstacle to taking up consideration of the energy bill. But it would have been politically costly for Wallop, a primary author of the Senate bill, or the administration, touting the energy bill in an election year, to block consideration of the House bill on even this issue. Thus Wallop and the administration entered into negotiations with Rockefeller over the coal tax. On July 23, immediately preceding the
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cloture vote, talks appeared very close,\textsuperscript{198} but not close enough. The motion to limit cloture failed 58-33, two votes short.\textsuperscript{199}

When the cloture vote failed, the administration attempted to pin the blame for derailing the energy bill on Rockefeller and the Democratic party.\textsuperscript{200} The vote was an ironic turn-around from the vote which had killed S. 1220, filibustered primarily by environmentalists in the Democratic party. This time the anti-tax and pro-business interests in the Republican party, not green Democrats, stood in the way of consideration of an energy bill. Rockefeller defended his fight to secure miner benefits: "I will not yield. I will not yield," he said. "The only power I have on this as a single senator is—I will not yield."\textsuperscript{201}

Aware of the political irony of filibustering the House bill, the Republicans continued to negotiate with Rockefeller over the coal tax provisions.\textsuperscript{202} A cloture vote on the motion to proceed was rescheduled for July 28.\textsuperscript{203} Confident that a deal had been set, the Senate invoked cloture ninety-three to four and full debate on the bill began.\textsuperscript{204}

But following the cloture vote the deal on the Rockefeller coal tax provision began to unravel. The Senate sealed the deal in place by approving by voice vote an amendment offered by Rockefeller on July 29.\textsuperscript{205} Rockefeller had led the Senate to the edge of disaster but had secured benefits for the retired miners. The anonymity of voice vote may have allowed Rockefeller to keep the administration from influencing individual Republican Senators. If the administration’s supporters had requested roll-call on the amendments and held defectors accountable, perhaps Rockefeller’s amendment and the bipartisan deal would not have survived.
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C. Disposing of Non-Germene Amendments

House rules require amendments to be "germane," i.e., to pertain to the matter under consideration. By contrast, the Senate's rules do not generally require germaneness. However, once cloture on a bill has been invoked or a bill is being considered under time limitations, the Senate leadership may impose a germaneness limitation.

During floor consideration of H.R. 776 in the Senate, however, individual members offered many amendments which, at best, were only tangentially related to energy policy. At one point, Senator Wallop pleaded for his colleagues to stop "dabbling in the occult." Although the Senate's rule against non-germane amendments would have been applicable had cloture been invoked on the substantive bill, cloture on a motion to proceed, absent additional unanimous consent limitations on amendments, is not sufficient to invoke a non-germaneness requirement in the Senate. Even without a non-germaneness rule, however, the leadership proceeded to dispose of controversial, often non-germane, amendments with the actual or threatened use of procedural devices, such as the motion to table and the point of order.

One of the few amendments actually addressing energy policy was introduced by Senator Bradley. His proposal would have removed those Senate Finance Committee provisions which proposed tax relief for independent oil and gas drillers and substituted a provision similar to those in the bill passed by the House. Growing opposition from oil- and gas-producing states, however, led the Senate to kill Bradley's amendment by a 63-32 vote on a motion to table from Bentsen. Other amendments addressing energy policy were more successful, such as an amendment by Senator Pressler
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to improve federal pipeline safety inspections, an amendment by Johnston to provide for a survey of rural electric cooperative least cost planning, another Johnston amendment to extend authorization of the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act, and an amendment by Wallop for equitable tax credit treatment regarding payments into the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Liability Fund. The Alaska delegation was able to obtain an amendment requiring the Secretary of Energy to study the impacts of ANWR development on the industry, the economy, and national security. 

A large number of amendments, however, strayed far from issues of energy policy. Because no non-germaneness requirement was in effect, no point of order against the non-germane amendments could be raised.

The most notable departure from energy policy was an amendment proposed during floor debate by Senator Specter to attach his health care proposal. The amendment, had it survived, would have sent the bill on a substantial detour by opening up debate on the merits of various health care proposals. Hoping to narrow consideration of Specter's amendment, Senator Bentsen began the debate on it by successfully proposing that no amendments to it be allowed. Through an astute application of Senate budget procedure, Bentsen then proceeded to kill the amendment. Specter's proposed amendment, Bentsen noted, would have reduced federal revenues in excess of four billion dollars over five years. This would have caused the current level of revenues to fall below the revenue floor of the most recent Budget Resolution. Bentsen therefore raised a point of order objecting that Specter's amendment violated the Congressional Budget Act, which may be waived only upon the vote of sixty Senators. Specter then moved to waive the Budget
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Act, and the presiding officer ruled that this motion pre-empted Bentsen's point of order. Specter's motion to waive the Budget Act then lost by a vote of 35-60, and the presiding officer sustained Bentsen's point of order.

Other amendments departing from the bill's subject matter followed. Senator Dodd proposed an amendment addressing the structure of financial partnerships, which he eventually withdrew. An amendment proposed by Senators Graham and Symms would have let states issue tax-exempt bonds for high-speed rail projects regardless of state by state limitations on the amount of such bonds. Following a failed motion to table the Graham/Symms amendment by Johnston, the amendment was approved by voice vote. Murkowski successfully proposed an amendment for a jobs survey reporting on significant construction, development and manufacturing projects, and Senators D'Amato and Moynihan sponsored a successful amendment to prevent circumvention of anti-dumping and countervailing duty orders.

H.R. 776 was approved by the Senate ninety-three to three on July 30, with provisions inserted from the Senate bill, the approved Finance Committee proposals, and approved floor amendments. The Senate then sent the revised package back to the House.

V. CONFERENCE AND FINAL PASSAGE

The House, by unanimous consent, disagreed with the Senate amendments and sent the House and Senate versions of H.R. 776 to conference. Immediately upon passage in the Senate, Johnston,
anticipating House disagreement, had named thirty-one Senate conferees for the bill,\(^\text{235}\) even though negotiations were not expected to commence until after the August recess.\(^\text{236}\) On August 12, House Speaker Foley removed the final roadblock to conference by appointing 100 House negotiators.\(^\text{237}\) Overall, nearly one-fourth of Congress participated in the conference negotiations.\(^\text{238}\)

A. Conference

Dingell had secured a central role going into conference: his Energy and Commerce Committee had conferees on all parts of the energy bill but the tax provisions, even though many issues were considered to be outside of the jurisdiction of the Energy and Commerce Committee.\(^\text{239}\) Going into conference, the administration generally favored the Senate version of the bill, but DOE Secretary Watkins sent the Conference Committee a seventeen-page list of concerns, several of which it was anticipated could provoke veto of the final bill.\(^\text{240}\) Conference would become a mechanism for further whittling down the bill to achieve consensus, as many controversial issues were dropped.

The Conference Committee, chaired by Johnston, held its first meeting on September 10.\(^\text{241}\) The size of the committee forced legislators to stay focused on the important issues, encouraged them to deliberate carefully and efficiently, and allowed them to better resist isolated opposition.\(^\text{242}\) Johnston presented a “breakneck” schedule, which called for completion of the conference report by the week of September 21 and bringing the final bill to the House and Senate floors by the last week in September.\(^\text{243}\)
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At the first Conference Committee meeting, conferees tentatively approved a package to promote energy efficiency and electric vehicles. While this package comprised a significant portion of the two bills and was very important from the perspective of environmental interests, these issues were “also among the easiest to resolve because both chambers had adopted similar language on most provisions.”

Hoping to solve a major point of disagreement between the House and Senate versions, Johnston made an opening concession by proposing provisions which would guarantee wholesale transmission access for electric generators. Although Johnston’s concession was considered an improvement on the Senate bill, which previously had contained no transmission access provisions, it was criticized by many of the House conferees as too weak. The conferees deferred action on this and many other controversial issues of disagreement.

Nor did the conferee’s next meeting, on September 16, resolve most issues of disagreement. Following the second meeting, negotiations “were more noteworthy for what they left unresolved than for what they settled.” Second-round agreements included a compromise version of the respective provisions promoting energy-efficient buildings, Senate negotiators agreed to House proposals to set energy efficiency standards and simplify the federal ratemaking process for interstate oil-pipelines, while House negotiators agreed to a Senate proposal which promoted energy efficiency standards for manufactured housing. Negotiators agreed to a compromise package of coal research and development programs. Conferees, however, did not resolve the transmission access disagreement, nor did they resolve other key disputes concerning alternative fuel fleets, natural gas production, and uranium enrichment.
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end of round two, a discouraged Johnston warned that the odds were no better than 50/50 that Congress could pass a bill in 1992.\textsuperscript{255}

Throughout the next week conference talks continued, "yield[ing] no dramatic breakthroughs," but moving "just far enough to keep the bill (H.R. 776) afloat."\textsuperscript{256} Election-year political pressures seemed to propel negotiations: Democrats, who now had a candidate for President, were well aware that President Bush could use a failed bill against them in the November election. By the same token, the administration did not want to stand in the way of passing legislation that it had originally pushed.\textsuperscript{257}

Finally, following an eleven-hour negotiation session, the conferees approved a Conference Report to accompany H.R. 776 on October 1.\textsuperscript{258} Negotiators were only able to reach consensus by abandoning disputed provisions regarding offshore oil and gas drilling and natural gas pipelines, leaving these issues for future Congresses.\textsuperscript{259} At the last minute, conferees dropped entirely the title related to natural gas.\textsuperscript{260} The House conferees were able to secure strong transmission access provisions, but only by making concessions on Public Utilities Holding Company Act reform which allowed utilities to purchase power from independent affiliates (subject to state approval) and agreeing to new provisions that would allow utility holding companies to build power plants overseas.\textsuperscript{261} Although Johnston had promised the Nevada delegation that he would fight in conference to remove the language in H.R. 776 regarding pre-emption of Nevada's authority to issue environmental permits for activities at Yucca Mountain,\textsuperscript{262} he quietly struck a deal with House negotiators Dingell, Sharp, and Miller to insert a provision that weakened the radiation disposal standards for the site.\textsuperscript{263}

Tax provisions in the House and Senate bills, however, remained entangled in complex Conference Committee negotiations. The tax Conference Committee approved a package on October 4
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which included "green" tax incentives for mass transit, conservation, renewable energy, and non-gasoline automobiles and tax relief for independent oil and gas drillers. Rockefeller's proposed coal tax was approved even though many conferees had attempted to use the new tax to withhold the bill from floor consideration.

B. Final Passage

By October 5, the Conference Report was finally cleared for floor consideration. Conference Committee reports are rarely rejected by Congress. They must be adopted or rejected as a whole. In this instance, the imminent end of the legislative session, coupled with election year pressure to produce a bill, made passage of the Conference Report accompanying H.R. 776 especially likely.

However, the bill's last journey through the House and Senate, though ultimately victorious, would hardly be a rubber-stamp formality. Floor consideration prior to final passage revisited provisions concerning Yucca Mountain; these provisions were so controversial that the bill was almost sidetracked by a variety of procedural devices. The large size of the Conference Committee, which caused many members of Congress to have a stake in the bill's passage, and the general tendency for technical maneuvers to fail unless they supported the status quo, made such procedural devices futile.

The House adopted, by a vote of 380-36, H.R. Res. 601, which waived all points of order against the Conference Report and its consideration and provided for two hours of debate. H.R. Res. 601 survived despite the urging of Representative Vucanovich of Nevada that members vote "no" on the rule. Vucanovich opposed the rule because it would preclude her from raising a point of order against Section 801, which contained Johnston's conference compromise on Yucca Mountain, as exceeding the scope of the Conference.

---
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Debate was relatively uneventful. It consisted primarily of staged colloquies and praise for the bill's achievements, although some members did rise in opposition. Despite Vucanovich's loss on the rule bringing the bill to the floor, she had one remaining opportunity to amend the Conference Report: recommittal. Recommittal with instruction, although not binding on the Conference Committee, would have sent a strong message urging deletion of the Yucca Mountain provision. Vucanovich made a motion to recommit the Conference Report to the committee with instructions, but her motion was rejected by a 323-102 vote. Immediately following this vote, the House approved the Conference Report by a vote of 363-60.

The Senate agreed to consider the Conference Report on October 5. Anticipating a filibuster over Yucca Mountain, Majority Leader Mitchell immediately made a cloture motion without objection.

When the Senate began debate on the cloture motion on October 8, Senator Reid of Nevada launched a final campaign against the energy bill. The Nevada delegation was livid about the Yucca Mountain provision agreed to in the Conference Committee. If the House had not already acted on the Conference Report, the Nevada senators could have moved to recommit the report as "beyond the scope of the conference" with instructions, or raised a point of order to recommit; because the Senate was acting last, however, the Nevada Senators could not move to recommit the
Instead, they attempted to filibuster the bill. Senator Reid stated:

Neither the House nor the Senate bills contained language requiring new Nuclear Waste Policy Act regulations. I want to be very clear on this point. Requiring the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to promulgate new regulations on high-level radioactive waste was never part of either bill. Why then have the energy conferees chosen to go beyond their charge? 

Senator Bryan added:

What was done to Nevada at the last minute, without the benefit of a hearing, no opportunity to be heard or expert testimony received, is to change this standard so that if a nuclear waste dump is ever located at Yucca Mountain, only those of us in Nevada will have a lower standard of health and protection from radiation than anyone else in the country.

The individual power of the Nevada Senators to threaten filibuster, however, was no match for Johnston's momentum coming out of the Conference Committee. Despite spirited attempts to kill the bill, cloture was invoked by an 84-8 vote and the Senate approved the Conference Report. The bill had passed both chambers of Congress, and the President signed the EPAct on October 24, 1992.

VI. LESSONS

Although the EPAct passed, and energy issues are not now at the top of the national agenda, Congressional procedure had a significant impact on the substance of the bill and thus on current energy policy.

The EPAct failed to deal with many important long-term energy issues, among them ANWR drilling and CAFE standards. Its
emphasis on short-term conservation over supporting domestic production will at best cap rather than significantly reduce U.S. dependence on foreign oil. Even Bennett Johnston, the EPAct's chief architect in the Senate, recognized its limits; upon its passage, he remarked that "great policy shifts come slowly." Energy issues are likely to re-emerge before the end of this century or in the early years of the next.

We would be wise to learn from the political and procedural history of the EPAct. Indeed, the EPAct's history is rich with lessons about the politics and procedure of congressional energy policymaking.

A. Place of Origin Matters

The first lesson to be learned from the EPAct's history is that it matters whether the House or the Senate has the first cut at an energy bill. For instance, Carter's 1977 energy bill sailed through the House, passing just three months after President Carter had presented it. After the bill passed the House, however, interest groups began to mobilize; as a result, the legislation barely survived in the Senate. In the Senate, individual members have a large say in setting the agenda, have no general germaneness restriction on amendments, and possess the ability to filibuster; individual Senators thus can pursue their home state's interests by unilateral action, even though that action could ultimately weigh down or even defeat legislation. A decision to split the Carter bill into six separate bills in the Senate may well have been its only savior. The EPAct, by contrast, was able to avoid many of
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the problems that plagued the Carter bill in the Senate and went through the Senate as a single bill rather than several measures.291

A different approach was taken with energy legislation under the Bush administration. The final bill that became the EPAct was not based on the Bush administration’s proposals—indeed it contained measures which Bush had previously threatened to veto292—but grew out of a history of committee deliberation. While in theory the Senate is regarded as the deliberative chamber, deliberation on the bill that ultimately became the EPAct began in the House. The House, reaching to create consensus, carefully crafted many of H.R. 776’s provisions in committee.293 Further, the Senate—having already filibustered one bill, S. 1220, perhaps the “sacrificial lamb” of the energy policy debate—wanted to assure voters that Senators would not pose any barriers to reform, especially in an election year. The Senate had failed once and the political costs of failing again would be high. The political incentives for any one Senator to block and to significantly amend H.R. 776 were lower than usual; Senator Rockefeller’s success using filibuster to secure the coal tax was the exception rather than the rule.

B. Streamlining Devices

A second lesson is that complex rules in the House are important in bringing interest-group legislation, such as energy bills, to the floor. In 1977, complex, amendment-limiting rules were essential in preventing opponents of Carter’s energy bill from loading it down with last minute amendments and in resolving inter-committee disputes.294 The rules accompanying H.R. 776 also limited the number and subject matter of amendments, protected certain controversial provisions from amendments, and resolved many inter-committee disputes, particularly disputes between the Interior and Insular Affairs and the Energy and Commerce Committees.

Although floor amendments were much more common in the Senate, which did not adopt a resolution containing a “closed” rule, the leadership effectively achieved the same amendment-limiting
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result by employing procedural devices such as the motion to table. The motion to table served a germaneness function when such a requirement did not apply. Historically backed by strong party loyalty in support of its offerer, the motion to table provides a quick and non-controversial way for the leadership to dispose of threatening amendments; because motions to table take precedence over most other matters under Senate rules and are “decided without debate,” this mechanism serves a streamlining function on the otherwise disorderly Senate floor.

C. Technical Maneuvering

Third, out-of-the-ordinary technical procedural maneuvers were important, although they do not succeed universally. For example, while Johnston’s attempt to bypass committee consideration by invoking Rule XIV succeeded, his attempt to bypass the Finance Committee by attaching H.R. 776 to an energy/water appropriations bill was quickly derailed. Similarly, Representative Vu-canovich’s motion to recommit the Conference Report with instructions was killed quickly. If anything, such technical measures were most successful when used in favor of the status quo and to keep the bill on track. For example, Senator Bentsen, by raising a point of order that Specter’s proposed health care amendment violated the 1974 Budget Act, killed an attempt to divert the bill. Notably, many of these “tricky” measures were attempted late in the bill’s history, suggesting a sort of desperation by their proponents as passage or failure of the bill seemed imminent. The mixed success of such measures would suggest that members and leadership who wish to influence the content and fate of future energy bills should stick to open and participatory legislative mechanisms.
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D. Creating a Stake

A fourth lesson from the EPAct is the importance of conference in creating a stake in the outcome of the bill. The Conference Committee had 131 members, nearly one-fourth of Congress.\(^{301}\) Many of the members were drawn from committees that had jurisdiction over various sections of the bill and had assisted in its drafting.\(^{302}\) These negotiators had a "stake" in the final outcome going into the Conference Committee and fought to keep the bill together.

Moreover, the sheer size of the committee increased the capacity of negotiators to engage in a more deliberative search for solutions that may have been overlooked by a smaller group and to withstand strongly held but isolated opposition, from inside as well as from outside the Conference.\(^{303}\) While the inclusion of many rather than of a privileged few in final negotiations meant that conference would be drawn out—in the case of the EPAct, over three weeks—it also worked to broaden the bill's support after conference. Conference members developed stakes in the bill and put aside their particular policy preferences in order to fight for the legislative solution they had helped to create. A similar strategy of inclusion worked in favor of passage of Carter's 1977 energy bill. In 1977, the Speaker of the House appointed an ad hoc Energy Task Force to coordinate the activities of the many committees with jurisdiction over the bill.\(^{304}\) Members who have served on such bodies are more loyal to the leadership of key roll call votes than members who have never held such positions; undoubtedly, this "strategy of inclusion" has a significant impact on a bill's chances of passing.\(^{305}\)

\(^{301}\) See supra notes 235–238 and accompanying text.
\(^{302}\) See Idelson, supra note 240, at 2710.
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Fifth, even though the EPAct was based on the House bill, the Senate's filibuster mechanism was probably the single most influential procedural factor affecting the content and fate of the EPAct. S. 1220's defeat was attributable to a filibuster, as was protection of Rockefeller's coal tax in the Senate-approved version of H.R. 776. Fear of a filibuster over Yucca Mountain haunted the various measures until the Conference Report's final passage. As long as each Senator retains a filibuster right, the possibility of filibuster is likely to continue to threaten comprehensive interest group legislation, including consideration of energy issues.

The threat of filibuster on a motion to proceed could work to the advantage of a bill's opponent to the extent that it allows "a double filibuster on the motion to proceed and on the bill itself, with separate opportunities for precloture filibuster, separate opportunities to defeat the cloture vote, and separate clotured time limits on the vote." On the other hand, filibusters on motions to proceed are prone to failure. Would-be offerers of amendments may want to let a bill come up so that they can amend it, rather than portray themselves as too obstructionist to even discuss a bill. As Tiefer observes, many supporters of filibuster forgo it on a motion to proceed, as they are likely to fail and, if they do, there is no ready means for post-cloture filibuster on a motion to proceed.

Despite these low chances for a bill's opponents to successfully filibuster on a motion to proceed, in consideration of the EPAct the two significant filibuster battles—on S. 1220 and H.R. 776—were on motions to proceed, rather than on the substantive bills. There
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may be a strategic reason for this anomaly. First, the Senate’s rule against non-germaneness, normally applicable once cloture has been invoked, does not apply if cloture has been invoked on a motion to proceed. Consequently, if the leadership anticipates filibuster on a substantive bill, they can move for cloture early and encourage filibuster on the motion to proceed in order to test the strength of the filibusterers’ coalition, and if cloture is approved, the leadership still retains the flexibility to propose non-germane amendments to keep the filibusterers’ coalition weak. Proponents of filibuster might not object to early filibuster despite its tendency to fail, because even if cloture is invoked on the motion to proceed, filibuster proponents also retain the flexibility to offer controversial, non-germane amendments that potentially dissolve support for a bill during its substantive consideration. Proponents of filibuster can signal on the motion to proceed that their threats are more than just talk, increasing their bargaining power with the leadership and a bill’s supporters. In addition, as Tiefer observes, filibuster on a motion to proceed “allow[s] a swing group to give something to both sides” while not necessarily allowing a bill to go through. Despite the strategic opportunities, in recent years the Senate, hoping to avoid redundant filibusters, has considered measures to make the motion to proceed non-debatable.

There are, however, three ways in which congressional leaders can limit the ability of filibuster to influence the content and fate of energy legislation. First, filibuster can have positive strategic effects to the extent that, as with any legislation, a defeat in the Senate may encourage the House to act. For example, S. 1220 served as a “sacrificial lamb” in the legislative process; it became a reminder to the House to work more cooperatively than the Senate had done and a goad to the Senate to keep members in line on a new, streamlined bill. The problem with a strategy of “staged” filibuster, of course, is that it is manipulative and deceptive and thus cannot be used repeatedly. Most Senators seemed to believe that S. 1220 was “for real;” the more “sacrificial lambs” the lead-
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nership tries to push through, the less members will be affected by the leadership’s failures. Second, encouraging filibuster on a motion to proceed could pre-empt filibuster threats by testing the strength of the filibusterers’ coalition while retaining the flexibility to offer non-germane amendments to dilute opposition during debate on a bill. A third way to mitigate the negative influence of filibuster is to increase the participation in committee, particularly in conference committee, of Senate members from states with particularly strong interests in the bill. Members will be less likely to filibuster if they have a stake in the bill before the Senate.

It should be noted, though, that modifications to Senate rules during the 1980s allowed the Senate to avoid the post-cloture filibuster which had threatened Carter’s bill. Post-cloture filibuster prolonged the Senate’s consideration of Carter’s energy program. Even though cloture on the Carter bill had passed seventy-seven to seventeen, two Senators opposed to natural gas deregulation called up over 500 amendments and demanded roll-call votes on each one. An all-night session was followed by several more days of filibustering, which finally ended with a controversial ruling by the Majority Leader. In 1979, the Senate agreed to a 100 hour cap on post-cloture filibuster; in 1983, the Senate trimmed this cap to thirty hours. Absent such reforms, the Nevada delegation might well have engaged in post-cloture tactics following passage of the conference report, or Senator Wallop could have attempted such a tactic in response to Rockefeller’s coal tax. With a post-cloture filibuster time-cap in place, however, the Senate moved to proceed with consideration of the EPAct in a comparatively orderly and quick manner following cloture.

F. Preparing for the Next Crisis

Sixth, it has traditionally taken a crisis of some sort to push new energy legislation through Congress. Carter’s 1977 energy strategy, for example, was a reaction to the realization that the disparity between U.S. consumption and supply of oil was dramatically increasing U.S. vulnerability to embargo and political black-
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mail in the international markets. Similarly, the EPAct was driven by U.S. military involvement in the Gulf crisis, which raised public concern regarding U.S. dependence on foreign oil. If the past is any indication of future legislative issues, Congress will be forced, most probably by international crises, to revisit energy policy in the coming decades. Legislation in reaction to a crisis, however, does not guarantee the public a comprehensive, sound, and sustainable energy policy. When Congress legislates in reaction to crisis, the core majority support for a bill is stronger, but this also allows special interests to affect a bill’s substance more than they normally would. In the case of the EPAct, the cost of legislative expedience in reaction to crisis was a reduction in deliberation; this tradeoff between expediency and deliberation was particularly evident in the differing approaches of the Senate and House to developing legislative proposals. It would be prudent for the leadership and committee chairs in both the Senate and the House to begin deliberation and develop consensus on important pending issues, such as CAFE, ANWR, and long-term conservation measures, in times of relative calm.

G. Making Legislation by Subtraction

The fundamental strategy of the leadership in the House and the Senate in passing the EPAct was to create consensus by subtraction, not addition. When an initial package is fairly comprehensive, as was the first Senate bill, S. 1220, and where a crisis is pushing the package, as was the Gulf War, such a strategy might succeed in producing the second-best legislative result. Such strategies can also impede resolution of the most controversial—and most important—issues. Such was the case with the EPAct, which is far from comprehensive in its approach; despite its title, the EPAct does not address ANWR, CAFE, or long-term conservation sufficiently.

Future energy legislation need not suffer this fate. The leadership in the House, through the Rules Committee, can protect certain controversial but important issues through the use of complex rules. By creating a stake in a bill, best achieved through strategies

such as broad appointment of members to conference, the encouragement of filibuster on a motion to proceed, and amendments designed to pre-empt filibuster during debate, the leadership can minimize the power of filibuster to kill a bill. Only if the leadership is willing to mitigate the power of members in both chambers to subtract from a bill will Congress be able to produce legislation which is truly "Energy made in America."\(^{320}\) Regrettably, we will have to look to future legislation, not to the EPAct, for such an approach.

---

\(^{320}\) Idelson, \textit{supra} note 258, at 3033 (quoting Senator Johnston).